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Two boys in front of a sign reading HABONIM CAMP MIRIAM. The fish was
apparently purchased for the photo shoot. Habonim Camp Miriam, Gabriola Island,
B.C., 1960. Source: Jewish Museum and Archives of B.C.; L.00390

Calling all former campers! We need your stuff!
The Jewish Museum is planning an exhibit about local camps to
begin in the new year. We are looking for letters from camp, camp
t-shirts, photos from camp and any other items you might have kept
from your days at local Jewish camps. We would also encourage
you to be interviewed about your camp experience. If you attended
any local or Washington State Jewish camps and want to help us
with this exhibit, please call Laura Moodie at 604-638-7289.

SAVE THE DATE:
Please join us for our Annual General Meeting on Wednesday, November 25th at 7:00 pm in the Jewish Museum & Archives Omansky room. This is a chance for you to show your continued support
for the museum & archives and provide any comments or questions
you might have. There will be a Year in Review presentation, financial update, and election of the Board of Directors.

On the Cover:
Sussel family seated around kitchen table with family dog. Chilliwack,
B.C., 1950. Source: Jewish Museum and Archives of B.C.; L.00136

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
By Gary Averbach, Co-President
This past spring, the Jewish Museum and Archives of British Columbia began its third year as a fully public facility
and open to the public. The rapid progression from being
a “parlour” committee dedicated to preserving and writing
about the Jewish history of our province to a full-fledged
multi-faceted operation has not been without some real
growing pains and continues to be a major learning experience especially for our Board of Directors and Executive.

her amazing strength of personality. She will continue to
be an active member of important Publications Committee and we hope she will continue to be an advocate of
Jewish education and the preservation of Jewish history.
On behalf of the Board of Directors, we would like to wish
you a Shana Tova for the year 5770 and G’mar Hatima Tovah
and may you all be inscribed in the holy book at Yom Kippur.

Financial needs are always a concern and, to that end,
our staff are all working very hard to be awarded government and private grants, which are the mainstay of any
museum and archives. Of course, the Board recognizes
the need to fundraise as a central obligation. This year’s
Gala, “You oughta be in Pictures” was chaired by our indefatigable Carole Fader and was just one of our obligations.
The theme, by the way, reflected our current temporary exhibit, “Vancouver, Bridging its History, 1895-1980” which
chronicles the history of Vancouver’s growth through its
bridges. Photographs from our collection by Otto Landauer and Leonard Frank document the major bridges in the
Greater Vancouver area during the 20th Century from the
Lions Gate to the Port Mann. I encourage you to visit this
exhibit if you haven’t already done so – it’s worth seeing.
Another very important milestone in meeting our goals of
greater public awareness and the achievement of our financial goals has been the formation of a Council of Governors.

Members of Kol Halev performance ensemble during the Second
Annual Gala, Jewish Community Centre of Greater Vancouver, June
3, 2009. Photo credit: Ron Long

The Governors have been selected primarily for their prominence in the local community and/or their strong ties to
our history. The first meeting was held in early spring and a
second is scheduled between Rosh Hashona and Yom Kippur. I believe in their role as a support and advisory group
the Council of Governors will be a major pillar in our goals to
heightened community awareness and financial security.
A warm welcome to our Council of Governors Anita
Shafran, Chuck Davis, Marie Doduck, Isabelle Diamond,
Cyril Leonoff, Josephine Nadel, Michael Geller, Richard
Henriquez, Madame Justice Risa Levine, Richard Menkis,
Rosalie Segal, Ronnie E. Tessler, Yosef Wosk, Mark Zlotnik.

Member of the Vancouver Historical Society, during a visit to the
Jewish Museum & Archives, March 29, 2009.
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Finally, it is my sad duty to inform you of the resignation of
Betty Nitkin as Co-President of the Jewish Historical Society for personal reasons. Betty’s hard work and dedication to the Society while facing many personal and professional challenges in her own life, stands as a tribute to
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DIRECTOR’S REPORT
By Laura Moodie, Executive Director
To understand our present and future, we need to know
our past. Our museum and archives are tangible embodiments of history. Connecting with cultural heritage allows
our visitors to locate themselves in their own historical,
social and cultural environment. We must always remember the quote by George Santayana, an American author
of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century who
said it best, “Those who cannot remember the past are
condemned to repeat it.” Heritage is a legacy inherited
from the past that should be valued in the present, which
aims to help interpret and safeguard the future.
We are facing a society and consumer that is markedly
different from those that visited museums 30 years ago.
It can be attributed to a lot of things – cuts in funding
for school kids to visit and the resulting lack of exposure
to cultural institutions, generational shifts and economic
divides, increasing diversity in towns and cities, a trend
towards anti-intellectualism, changing tastes and aesthetics, increased competition for people’s leisure time, suburbanization, and the decline in the quality of mainstream
media programming.
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Cultural Diversity is the product of thousands of years of
history, the fruit of the collective contribution of all peoples through their languages, imaginations, technologies,
practices and creations. Culture takes on different forms,
responding to dynamic models of relationships between
societies and territories. Cultural diversity is a means to
achieve a more satisfactory intellectual, emotional, moral
and spiritual existence, and is one of the essential elements in the transformation of urban and social reality.
Increasingly, culture is placed alongside environmental,
economic, and social dimensions – the four pillars considered for long-term sustainability.
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On top of all the above forces and others, over the past
decade and more, and at an ever increasing speed, new
media technologies have begun to shift the relationships
between people, space and time and change the ways that
people create, consume, commune and communicate. A
#1 issue that plagues all arts and cultural institutions at
the moment is that our communities do not sufficiently
perceive the value, benefits, and relevance of the work we
do, which makes advocacy and building public support a
challenge at every level. We are faced with members of
our community who know nothing about the type of archival and museum items we collect. They think that we only

want items that pertain to the rich or famous amongst the
community, which couldn’t be farther from the truth. Our
aim is to preserve the history of all Jewish people in British Columbia to make it available for all generations that
will follow. We are now working on an exhibit about summer camps that local Jewish children and youth attended.
If you have mementoes, photos or letters from camp, we
would like to borrow them.
For a portion of Jewish society locally, history has become
marginal. We are not producing a generation of people
who think of museums as a form of entertainment. In
order to reach young people, we now have to engage them
on their level. We have to embrace all the new technologies including YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, MySpace and
others. One of our biggest challenges is to explain to
young people why we matter.
No podcast, YouTube video, Tweet, Twitter or other new
media strategy is going to make a 25-year old visit our museum if it doesn’t seem relevant to them and they don’t
see others their own age participating. Because we are
trying to reach younger and more diverse audiences, we
need to do it consistently and authentically and we hoped
that our membership understands and comes along for
the ride into the 21st century. We have received a Gateway Grant which will allow us to try to reach younger people by using new forums. We encourage all our members,
young and old to participate. For the younger generation,
we hope to become equivalent to the culturally sophisticated friend or relative that they would turn to for help in
engaging with history and finding meaning in their daily
lives. We want more people to understand the historical
perspectives that brought society to where it is today and
much of that will probably be completely automated.
The situation seems worse in North America than in Europe mainly because our museums are much more dependent on private sponsorship and endowments – particularly hit by the recession – while European institutions
receive more government funding. We have found that
our priorities have had to shift to finding funds before we
offer any programming.
We are constantly looking for new funding sources and our
jobs have changed focus completely to allow us to spend
on average up to two days a week seeking out grants to
apply for and creating applications.
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We have of course been revising our budget and are limiting costs related to new exhibits and programming by
doing as much as possible in-house and extending the
length of each show. We are also implementing basic
operating cost reductions, and developing longer-term
contingency plans to protect the organization. It goes
without saying that this is not the time to push for budgetary growth. Instead, we are going to take time to focus
on the core and think deeply about why our organization
exists, and integrate and realign our organization firmly
behind common goals, values, work that excites all staff,
and meaningful measures. It is a good time to examine
whether our current organizational structure will continue
to be as effective and efficient as we find new ways to
deliver our mission.
In these economic times, we might ask, “Where is all the
money going?” and if the Historical Society could do it
again, would it make different choices on how the money
would be spent? The Museum and Archives are making
budget revisions with several basic principles in mind.
First, we must protect our mission and our purpose. Second, we will continue to collect and preserve the history
of all the Jews in British Columbia and we have significant
accomplishments related to our major initiatives. Third,
we will work to preserve jobs so that we can continue to
offer high quality services to the Community.
Our members may notice a change in their benefits too.
We value our members and want to continue to award
your loyalty. You are our ambassadors in the community
and we want you to be able to brag about how much you
enjoy belonging the Jewish Historical Society.

Each membership will allow you to have a 10% discount in
our gift shop, free entrance to our members-only events,
discounts into our special events, and special pricing

New items are being added to our museum gift shop
throughout the year. Gift shop items now include unique
Judaica, jewelry made by local Jewish artists and a variety of publications related to our heritage, collections and
exhibitions.
We are hoping to partner with other organizations whenever possible to reallocate our resources to make meaningful, powerful changes. This summer, we partnered with
the Italian Cultural Centre to offer a new perspective to our
walking tours. This fall, we will be working in conjunction
with Simon Fraser University to offer three Philosophers’
Cafés and we encourage you to attend. We also will be
looking at new and innovative fundraising methods. Our
once yearly Gala will be complemented by several smaller
fundraising projects.

Donations Needed - Our Wish List
We are looking for donations to help us acquire a sound
system necessary to offer the Philosophers’ Cafés and
other new programming. We are hoping to raise a further
$3,000 in the next three months to pay for the sound system which will be used for all our special events.
We are also trying to raise approximately $6,000 to purchase special freezers that are designed to indefinitely
prolong the life of historic negatives and photographs.
We require a cart which can be used as a flatbed and also
upright for use in hauling heavy materials. The cost would
be approximately $150.
We have a need for a good set of quality basic tools for
maintaining our exhibits and displays. A basic tool set
would include a level, electric drill, saw, screwdrivers, etc.
If you wish to sponsor any or all parts of these very important pieces of equipment, please contact Laura Moodie at
604-638-7289.
We are also working towards being more environmentally
sustainable which requires we use the resources at the
rate which they can be replenished. If we are currently
mailing you invitations, notices and reminders and you
have an email address, please send it to us. We can save
time, money and the planet by emailing instead of using
regular mail.
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This fall, we will be offering monthly activities for members
and their guests including workshops, film screenings and
lectures. The Scribe will still be available to all members
and you will pay members costs and not retail prices but it
will not automatically be mailed anymore. The Chronicle
will be delivered by mail three times a year or you can opt
for an email version to help us save printing costs and
postage and contribute to saving the environment. This
year the costs for a basic membership will increase to
$40, where Institutions will increase to $75.

when ordering photocopying or archival prints.
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PEOPLE
A Trio for Wosk:

Yosef Wosk presented with one provincial and two national awards
Over the past few months, Yosef Wosk has received three
significant awards in recognition of his superb efforts in
the fields of education, philanthropy and community service. The accolades include a British Columbia Community Achievement Award, an Award for Outstanding Achievement from the Canadian Museums Association, and an
Honourable Mention Program Award from the Canadian
Association for University Continuing Education.
Dr. Yosef Wosk is the Director of Interdisciplinary Programs in the Department of Continuing Studies at Simon
Fraser University and founder of both the Canadian Academy of Independent Scholars and the Philosophers’ Café.
Yosef—who established an endowment to create the position of Vancouver’s Poet Laureate—is a distinguished
scholar, educator, author, rabbi, counsellor, bibliophile
and art collector. His support of local and international
communities includes libraries, museums, archives and
galleries as well as education, social services and the
performing arts. He is an appointed member of the Order
of British Columbia, the highest recognition the province
can extend to its citizens.

Wosk’s influence and contribution to initiatives that enhance our intellectual progress is almost unequalled. As
a philanthropist, Dr. Wosk’s generosity is enormous. Dr.
Wosk is an integral force as a leader in Continuing Education at Simon Fraser University, establishing creative
programs like the Philosophers’ Café, a popular series of
discussion gatherings in which more than 60,000 people
have participated. Every day, Yosef Wosk demonstrates
his passion for preserving and enhancing the intellectual
and cultural life of the university, his city and his province.
We honour Yosef Wosk today for the visions he sees, the
actions he takes and the legacies he establishes.”

The following is the citation that was read upon
presentation of the British Columbia Community Achievement award:
“When Dr. Yosef Wosk speaks, people listen. As an edu- Left to Right : Lieutenant Governor Steven Point, Yosef Wosk, Premier
Gordon Campbell at the British Columbia Community Achievement
cator, Dr. Wosk inspires and engages. As a scholar, Dr. Awards, Government House in Victoria on March 10, 2009.
Photo credit: BC Achievement Foundation

Introducing Annegret Zeller, Research Assistant
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Annegret Zeller will be joining us September 15th for a 6-month internship. Annegret was born
in Eisenach, Thueringen (formerly the German Democratic Republic.) Her main studies are
Jewish History in the Modern Period, Emanicipation, Acculturation and Haskala, national Socialism and Shoa. Her undergraduate degree was from Eberhard-Karls Universitaet in Tuebingen.
She wanted to widen her horizons and learn more about Jewish history and the Jewish migration to North America, especially Canada. Her Masters thesis is going to be about either Jewish
Displaced Persons after the End of the 2nd World War in Southern Germany or Betteljuden
(Jewish beggars) in the Early Modern Period.
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Annegret has been able to come to Canada by having a special Visa granted by the Canadian
Government in Germany working under a Youth Mobility Program. Annegret will work on a number of research projects for the Jewish Museum and Archives while she visits Canada. She will be working in Victoria
identifying Jewish buildings that can be part of a walking tour that the museum is developing.

FALL PROGRAMS
Tuesday, September 8

Vancouver’s Art Deco Bridges: Lions
Gate and the Burrard Bridge
7:30 pm - 9:00 pm
Presented by Donald Luxton, heritage
consultant and co-author of Lions Gate
(Talonbooks 1999).
Tickets: suggested donation $5.00

Tuesday, September 29

Member Perk! Film Screening
7:00 pm - 8:30 pm
Old Jews Telling Jokes
“Be prepared to laugh out loud!”

Tickets: $5.00/non-member, members free

Sunday, September 13

Masonic & Beth Israel Cemetery Tour
10:00 am - 12:30 pm
Tour two side-by-side little-known Burnaby cemeteries.
In collaboration with the Burnaby Village Museum.
Tickets: $10.50/person

Wednesday, October 21
Philosophers’ Café
7:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Snider Adult Lounge, JCC

Is culture relevant during an Economic recession?
Tickets: $5.00/person

Tuesday, October 27

Sunday, November 8

City Reflections: Vancouver 1907 - 2007
Tickets: $5.00/non-member, members free

“Lil Blume...an inspiring, interesting, and
motivating mentor”

Member Perk! Film Screening
7:00 pm - 8:30 pm

Lil Blume: Writing Family Stories and
Memoirs Workshop
1:00 pm - 5:00 pm

$35.00/non-member, $30.00/member

Wednesday, November 18
Philosophers’ Café
7:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Snider Adult Lounge, JCC

Wednesday, November 25

Jewish Historical Society Annual General Meeting
7:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Jewish Museum & Archives Omansky Room

Is technology changing the face of history?
Tickets: $5.00/person

Monday, November 30

Member Perk! Film Screening
7:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Jewish Museums from around the World
Tickets: $5.00/non-member, members free

Wednesday, December 9

Tattoos and Piercings: body modification or mutilation?
Tickets: $5.00/person

Helen Mintz: Telling Family Stories
Workshop
1:00 pm - 5:00 pm
$35.00/non-member, $30.00/member

For up-to-date information on any of
our upcoming events, please contact
the Museum at 604-257-5199.
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Philosophers’ Café
7:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Snider Adult Lounge, JCC

Sunday, December 6
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ARCHIVES
Archives Update - July 2009

By Gillian Povarchook, Archives Assistant
Since our last update we have received a very exciting
archival acquisition – the Seidelman Family fonds. The
Seidelmans, William and Esther, were one of the original
pioneering Jewish families of Vancouver, and their children, Edward Joseph, Rachel, Harry, Benjamin, and William, grew to be pioneering members of the community
as well. While full of priceless documents and photos,
the most significant part of the collection are the approximately eighty letters written by Edward Joseph Seidelman, known as “Joe” to his family while fighting on the
Western Front in France during World War I.
The first of the letters were sent while Joe was training
at Camp Hughes, Manitoba, beginning in July of 1916.
In November of the same year, Joe was stationed in
Seaford, Sussex, England, while awaiting deployment to
France. Beginning in February of 1917, the letters are
postmarked “Somewhere in France.” The letters end in
October of 1917 after Joe was killed during the battle
of Passchendale. The Archives also acquired his Canadian Expeditionary Force Death Certificate, and condolence letters addressed to his mother from the office of
the Prime Minister of Canada and King George V of the
United Kingdom.

This is a significant collection as Private Edward Joseph
Seidelman was one of very few Jewish-Canadian soldiers
to fight during WWI. The Archives is extremely grateful
to Perry Seidelman, Dorothy Grad (Past President of the
JHSBC), and Judy Zaitzow for their generous donation.
Another exciting development in the Archives is the
impending digitization of the Jewish Western Bulletin.
Working with Simon Fraser University Library and with
financial assistance from Heritage Canada’s Canadian
Culture Online Partnership Fund, this project aims to
make available more primary resources from the BC
Jewish community. The Jewish Western Bulletin ran as
the only English language newspaper for BC’s Jewish
community from 1930 to 2001, preceding today’s weekly publication, The Jewish Independent. Over 36 rolls of
microfilm and 176 print copies dating from 1923-2000
will be digitized. This will result in 43,520 pages of digitized newspaper being made available for educational
and research purposes on Heritage Canada’s Multicultural Canada website.

Recent Acquisition -
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Edward Joseph Seidelman
Medal of Valor
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Another exciting artifact acquisition is Edward
Joseph Seidelman Medal of Valor; which was
sent to Edward Joseph Seidelman’s family
February 22, 1923. Edward Joseph Seidelman attended MacDonald Elementary School,
Britannia High School and UBC (then a branch
of McGill University) and was part of the first
graduating class. After university, Edward Joseph joined the armed forces and fought in
France in World War I. Edward Joseph was
killed in the Battle of Passchendale on December 13, 1917. There is a plaque commemorating his life in the War Memorial Gym
at UBC today.

Medal of Valor, bronze (diameter 38cm)
Envelope (15cm x 14.5cm) addressed to Miss R. Seidelman from Director of Militia
Council, Ottawa, Canada.

HAPPENINGS

The 2009 Gala “You Oughta be in Pictures!” was a popular success this year. The event held on June 3 and was
the culmination of several months of planning and hard
work. Nava Creative Kosher Cuisine served outstanding
food which included some new and unusual items such
as seared tuna with wasabi sauce. It was a tall order
for Carole Fader, the Gala Chair to keep an army of volunteers and museum staff busy for months with all the
preparations for the silent auction which ran flawlessly.
From condos in Maui to luscious chocolates and pampering for the mind and soul, participants went home
with wonderful prizes at great prices.

Carole Fader preparing for the Gala found no challenge too
tall for her abilities. Or Organizing the gala was a tall order but
Carole Fader was up to it. Photo Credit: Ron Long

Sampling some of the delicious food prepared by Nava Creative Kosher
Cuisine for the 2009 Gala. Photo Credit: Ron Long

Serious bidding at the silent auction.
Photo Credit: Ron Long

Guest performer
Jeff Hyslop
Photo Credit:
Ron Long
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Cast of Kol Halev Performance Ensemble– the entertainment for the 2009
Gala. Photo Credit: Ron Long
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GET INVOLVED!
Do you know any of the people in these images or anything
about the event being photographed?
Please send your information to archives@jewishmuseum.ca.

ZBT Pledge Party, University of British Columbia. 1951. Names listed clockwise, starting at back left: Alec Becker, Gordon Biely, Gloria Nemetz,
Jerry Lecovin, Sefton Levine, Hy & Myra ?, Alan Barad, Jack Wolfe, Sid Gladstone, Jay Joffee, Manny Cohen, Charlie Flader, Danny Goldsmith,
Eveyln Toban, Milton Sky, Irv Glassner, Aaron Moscovitz, Marvin Stark, Dron Angel, Shirley (Norton) Swartz, Lil Nemetz.
Source: Norton Finkelstein, Jewish Museum and Archives of BC; L.07336

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS
We are looking for photographs of youth groups from any date and from anywhere in British Columbia. If you
have photographs of youth groups or even some members of a group doing crafts, projects or other activities,
please call Laura Moodie at 604-638-7289. Original photographs and objects can be returned.
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CALL FOR VOLUNTEERS
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Volunteers at the Jewish Museum and Archives of British Columbia are a diverse and talented group of people
who enjoy sharing their knowledge and experience with others. There are many opportunities for anyone who
enjoys working with people, has a love of Jewish history, or would like to learn more about it. Volunteer positions
are available within our educational and oral history programs, as well as gift shop, front desk receptionists and
docents. Volunteer today and help make history happen.

TRIBUTES and DONATIONS
Mazel Tov

Vivienne and Milton Adelson, Happy 50th anniversary.
Noemi and Bill Gruenthal
Shirley Barnett, On the marriage of David and Sara.
Diane and Gary Averbach, Diane and Aaron Fineman,
JHS Board and Staff
Eve and Stan Blank, On Howard and Cassiama’s
marriage. Carole Fader
Howard and Cassiama Blank, On your marriage.
Carole Fader
Rhoda and Chris Friedrichs, On the birth of your
grandson. JHS Board and Staff
Dorothy and Irv Grad, On your anniversary. Betty and Irv
Nitkin
Noemi Gruenthal, Happy special birthday. Vivienne and
Milton Adelson, Nadia and Frank Ognistoff, JHS Board
and Staff
Glenda and Arthur Guttman, On being honoured by
Temple Sholom. Betty and Irv Nitkin
Jocelyne Hallé, In memory of her mother. Noemi and Bill
Gruenthal, JHS Board and Staff
Richard Henriquez, On receiving an honourary degree
from Simon Fraser University. Noemi and Bill Gruenthal
Roz and Howard Karby, Newest grandson. Diane and
Gary Averbach
Dr. Rabbi Yosef Wosk, On recently receiving three
awards. Ronnie Tessler, JHS Board and staff

Oberlander and Mark Wexler, Robert Markin, Meyer Mattuck, Richard Menkis, Frederick Metzger, Rochelle Moss,
Carol and Peter Oreck, Charna Plottel, Fay and Bud Riback, Monty Simons, Joy Shapiro, Anita and Arnold Silber,
Darlene and Robert Spevakow, Springdale Ventures,
Marilyn and Arthur Weinstein, Gail Wenner, Yosef Wosk,
Linda and Ted Zacks, Susan and David Zacks, Lamie
Zbarsky, Gerry and Nancy Zipursky.

New Members

Lucy Laufer, Janice Masur, Shelley and Perry Seidelman,
Paul Siczek.

JHS and Bingo

Enjoy an evening and play Bingo at Boardwalk Gaming
Centre. This Bingo hall supports the Jewish Historical
Society of BC and approximately 60 other local charities.
Located on the 3rd floor – 7155 Kingsway. Plan a night
of fun at the Boardwalk Gaming Centre – it’s more fun
than you remember!

New Tribute Cards

Recently digitized photographs from our archives collection have been printed as tribute cards and are available
for purchase. Visit the museum or call Marcy Babins at
604-638-7287 to request a card.

Sympathy

Marie Doduck, In memory of her daughter, Sheryl.
Noemi and Bill Gruenthal, JHS Board and Staff
Alan Kay, In memory of Inga. Noemi and Bill Gruenthal

Speedy Recovery

Bryna Brail. Irene and Mort Dodek
Harold Groberman. Carole Fader
Ellen Yackness. Noemi and Bill Gruenthal

Thank You to all those who have supported us
financially in the last year. We will be taking yearend donations up to 5:00 pm on December 31 this
year. Please think of us for your taxable donations.

In Appreciation

Rochelle Moss. Bill Gruenthal

Donations
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Gary Averbach, Shirley Barnett, Sally Berry, Sara Ciacci,
Sue Cohene, Sally and Marshall Cramer, Reva and Ken
Davidson, Leslie and Gordon Diamond, Jordana Dodek,
Judith and Arthur Dodek, Irene Dodek, Peter Dodek,
Carole Fader, Aaron Fineman, Donna Garcia, Linda and
Norman Gold, Glenda and Arthur Guttman, Edwina
and Paul Heller, Marilyn Hooper, Evelyn Jackson, Eric
Jamieson, Natalie Kohn, Marilyn and Robert Krell, Lucy
Laufer, Carol and Hall Leiren, Risa and Bill Levine, Judy

VANCOUVER ISLAND NEWS
Now exhibiting in Victoria!
The Jewish Historical Society of British Columbia and
Congregation Emanu-El are proud to present:

Pioneer Perspectives:
150 Years of Jewish Life in British Columbia
On display September 18 - November 30, 2009
Tuesdays - Fridays, 10:00 am - 2:00 pm
Congregation Emanu-El, Fisher Building, Social Hall
1461 Blanshard Street
Victoria, BC V8W 2J3
250-385-0615

Last Colonial Legislative Council of British Columbia, 1871
Henry Nathan Jr. is shown third from right, age 29. A year later, he became the first Jewish Canadian elected in the House of Commons.
Source: Jewish Museum & Archives of BC; L.00066

Historic Walking Tour of Jewish Victoria
The Jewish Museum & Archives of BC will be developing a walking tour and guidebook on history of the Jewish community of Victoria. Tours and books will be released in June 2010.
Calling all Victoria Jewish community members! Did you grow up in the Jewish community of Victoria? Do you have
a particular site or location in Victoria that is significant to you? Anyone interested in contributing stories about their
experiences in Victoria are encouraged to contact the museum.
The Victoria Walking Tour program is supported by the City of Victoria office of City Planning and the Jewish Federation
of Victoria & Vancouver Island.

JEWISH MUSEUM & ARCHIVES
of BRITISH COLUMBIA
Administered by The Jewish Historical Society of British Columbia
Jewish Museum & Archives of British Columbia
#300 - 950 West 41st Ave.
Vancouver, BC V5Z 2N7
www.jewishmuseum.ca
MUSEUM: (604) 257-5199
HOURS: Sunday to Thursday
10:00AM - 5:00PM
DIRECTOR: Laura Moodie
ADMINISTRATION: Marcy Babins
ARCHIVES: Jennifer Yuhasz
EDUCATION: Molly Winston

Jewish Historical Society of BC Membership
$40 Basic Membership
$75 Institutional Membership
Comments are always welcome. Please forward them to
info@jewishmuseum.ca
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